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There are many postgraduate students who are interested in language testing, and
language testing courses were among the most popular classes at the Department of

Linguistics of Lancaster University. The Language Testing Research Group is one of

the most active research groups, and many faculty members, research associates, and

students attend the meetings every week.

In order to help those postgraduate students find resources for their studies or
research, including writing MA dissertations, we made this web page, " Language
Testing" (URL : http://ilc2. dos hisha. ac. jp/use rs/kkitao/online/www/tes t. htm). This web

page is intended for people who do not have much knowledge and information about

language testing. However, there are great many resources which are useful even for

specialists in language testing, and this web page is useful as a quick reference for
anyone studying or doing research in the area of language testing. It is also useful for

EFL/ESL teachers who prepare students for English language tests, such as IELTS,
TOEFL, and TOEIC.
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We will explain how this web page is organized and how to use it efficiently.

Organization of "Language Testing
Resources on the World Wide Web"

This web page includes information and links to resources such as materials in the
TESL-L archives, organizations and universities, mailing lists, publications, English

language tests used internationally, and non-English language tests.

The resources include gateways to many links related to language testing. The best
known one is "The Resources in Language Testing WWW Page" (URL:

http://www.surrey.ac.uk/ELI/ltr.html). It has an enormous amount of information
about testing, including organizations, publications and tests. If you are a specialist, it

is worth visiting "Assessment & Evaluation on the Internet" (URL :

http://www.cua.edu/www/eric_ae/intass.html). It has a great deal of information
related to assessment, including language testing.

Since TESL-L has many resources in language testing, we included the list of all items

there.

We also included information about organizations that administer English language

tests, professional organizations related to language testing, and universities which

have special projects or activities related to language testing. You may find some of

them useful for obtaining information on various language tests, events, and trends in

the profession.

LTEST-L is the mailing list most directly related to language testing. However,
TESL-L is the largest mailing list in ESL/EFL and has a huge archives. We included

the link to the explanation of how you can make use of it. We also included "Useful
Mailing Lists for TEFL/TESL (URL

http://i1c2.doshisha.ac.jp/users/kkitao/online/list/lis-tefl.htm), with links to about 40
mailing lists related to foreign language teaching, since they have occasional
discussions on language testing.

We included a publications section. You will find information on articles published in

Language Testing Update and Language Testing. We included links to various papers,
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articles, and reviews on language testing. If you are interested in publishing articles or

papers related to testing, you can submit them to one of these journals or to the ERIC

Clearninghouse on Assessment and Evaluation.

We included www sites of various English language tests, such as Cambridge, IELTS,

TOEFL, and TOEIC. We included www sites in "Various English Language Tests" if

they have information for more than one particular test. "Other English Language
Tests" includes information about tests other than Cambridge, IELTS, TOEFL, and

TOEIC. They have information about what types of tests they are, what is included,

who they are intended for, where and when they are administered, some sample
questions, exercises for those tests, etc. You can get information about those tests and

how to prepare for them or help your students to prepare for them.

Finally, we included some information on a German language test.

Efficient Ways to Use "Language Testing
Resources on the World Wide We"

We would like you to understand how this web page is organized. Then you will know

what to look at according to your purpose.

If you do not have any specific purpose, and you are interested in finding some useful

information in general about language testing, we suggest to go through www sites in

resources. You will find fairly large amount of interesting information.

If you do not know much about testing, we suggest to skip anything technical. Some

technical information about testing will not be of much interest to people who do not

have much knowledge about testing. Also, if your interest is in language testing, try to

avoid getting sidetracked, because testing sites may include information about
measuring other subjects and all human behaviors, and they are fairly complicated. Of

course, if you want to specialize in testing, you need much more background in
measurement, psychology, education, etc.

If you need to review previous publications for your studies or research, the publication

section is very useful. You will find many useful articles in two journals, Language

Testing and Language Testing Update. However, you need to check to see whether
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your library has those journals. There are some articles available on line.

If you are interested in any particular English language test, you can visit sites related

to that test. We suggest that you skim all sites related to that particular test. Then if

you find any information which might be useful, read that part very carefully.

If you are interested in English language testing, we strongly suggest to subscribe to

two mailing lists, LTEST-L and TESL-L. If you are interested in using computers for

research or testing, we suggest to subscribe to TESLCA-L, a branch list of TESL-L

which handles topics related to computers.

Conclusion

Though "Language Testing" is a small web page, we hope that this gives you useful
information on language testing. Since it includes some basic information, it should be

informative to postgraduate students and ESL/EFL teachers who do not know much

about English language testing or tests. If you need more information related to
resources for ESL/EFL, we have developed " On-line Resources and Journals Related

to ELT and Linguistics" (URL : http://i1c2.doshisha.ac.jp/users/kkitao/online/), which

includes information about resources for teachers and students, keypaLs, journals and

newsletters, organizations, useful mailing lists, job information, publishers and
teaching English in Japan. Each section has a great deal of information which might be

useful for you.

1.Resources

TESL-L Archives

2.0rganizations and Universities

3.Mailing Lists

4.Publications

Journals
Dissertations

Papers and Articles

5.English Language Tests (Cambridge, IELTS, TOEFL, TOEIC, etc.)

Various English Language Tests

Cambridge ESL/EFL Examinations

IELTS
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TOEFL

TOEIC

Other English Language Tests

6.Tests of Non-English Languages

Resources

http://www.cua.edu/www/eric_ae/intass.html

Assessment & Evaluation on the Internet

Alternative Assessment

Computer Assisted Assessment

Demographic Data of Schools

Disabilities

Early Childhood Assessment

Elementary Secondary Education

Goals and Standards

Higher Education

Institutional, Materials and Prog. Eval.

Journals and Newsletters [Online]

Language Assessment

Listservs

Mathematics and Science Assessment

Outcome Based Education

Pedagogy in Educational Measurement

Personnel Evaluation

Research Support

Resources for Internet Searching

Statistics Resources

Test Construction

Test Descriptions

Test Preparation

Test Reviews
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Tests Online

**Many academic and technical resources for specialists.

http://www.yahoo.com/Education/Educational_Standards_and_Testing

Educational Standards and Testing Resources

**Searchable database of web sites related to testing.

http://www.cal.org/CAL/HTML/FLTests.htm

Foreign Language Test Development (Speaking Tests)

http://204.91.33.3/projects/myles/testing.htm

Hoenig's Foreign Language Testing Web Site

http://www.tcom.ohiou.edu/OU_Language/englishTests.html

Language Tests for English Language Learners

English Language Examinations...information on British proficiency tests

BEST...Basic English Skills Test

Cambridge Tests information...information on ALL SEVEN Cambridge tests (KET -

Key English Test; FCE -First Certificate in English; CPE - Certificate of Proficiency in

English; et cetera) from Vancouver Language Institute

IELTS...International English Language Testing Services, from the British Council

OPI...Oral Proficiency Interview, from ACTFL

TOEIC...Test Of English for International Communication, from Educational Testing

Service

TOEFL...schedule, preparation, and research information from the Educational
Testing Service (ETS)

TOEFL Prep...excellent interactive test preparation programs for

Reading/Vocabulary and Grammar--Requires the Shockwave plug-in

Testwise...a commercial service--includes a TOEFL review page

Kaplan's TOEFL Page...news on test dates, pending changes in format, etc from

a test prep company

http://www.surrey.ac.uk/ELI/cybertxt.html

The Language Tester's Guide to Cyberspace
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**Links to web sites related to language testing, arranged by type.

http://mh101.infi.net/actflitesting.html

Oral Proficiency Testing ACTFL

http://www.surrey.ac.uk/ELI/ltr.html

The Resources in Language Testing WWW Page

The Resources in Language Testing Page was first published on 1 May 1995. Its
purpose is to act as a reference guide to language testing related resources on the
Internet. On this page you will find all the Language Tester's Guide to Cyberspace.
Instead of randomly visiting sites, you can select those which are most likely to provide

the information you are looking for. Underneath the links, there is the Language
Testing Database button, which leads to a searchable index of articles published in the

journal Language Testing. And don't leave this site without trying the very first
internet Language Testing Test. There's even a chance to win something. If you have

any comments about this site there is a feedback form at the bottom of the page. All
constructive criticism gratefully received!

The Language Tester's Guide to Cyberspace for reviews of sites on this page

Conference News

Pages with Assessment and Evaluation Links

* Assessment and Evaluation on the Internet

* Educational Standards and Testing Resources

Private/Commercial Organizations

* Advanced Psychometrics Inc.

* Assessment Systems Corporation (gopher)

* Assessment Systems Corporation (WWW)

* Buros Institute of Mental Measurement

* Educational Testing Service (gopher)

* International House descriptions of UK language tests

* North Central Regional Educational Laboratory (NCREL)

* Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory (NWREL)

* Princeton Review

* Question Mark Computer Aided Assessment
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* RAND Institute for Education and Training

* TOEFL (at Kaplan)

* TOEIC (at ICI)

* Touchstone Applied Science Associates, Inc.

* UCLES Test Information from the Vancouver Language Institute

Educational Resources Information Center

* ERI C/AE Home Page (gopher)

* ERIC/AE Home Page (WWW)

* ERIC/AE Test Locator (gopher)

* ERIC/AE Test Locator (WWW)

* ERI C Search (gopher)

* ERIC Search (WWW)

* ERIC Search (multiple sources)

Associations, Centers, and Councils

* American Council on the Teaching of Foreign Languages (ACTFL)

* American Educational Research Association (AERA)

* American Evaluation Society

* American Psychological Association (APA)

* Association of Language Testers in Europe (ALTE)

* The Evaluation Assistance Center East (EAC)

* Foreign Language Testing Database at the Center for Applied Linguistics

* International English Language Testing System (IELTS)

* International Language Testing Association (ILTA)

* Rasch Measurement Transaction: an Electronic Journal

* National Centre for Research on Evaluation, Standards and Student Testing
(CRESST) on gopher

* National Center for Research on Evaluation, Standards and Student Testing
(CRESST) on WWW

* National Council on Measurement in Education (NCME gopher)

* National Council on Measurement in Education (NCME WWW)

Universities

* University of Cambridge Local Examinations Syndicate

* University of Duisburg: Research into language testing[NEW]



* University of Hawaii: Language Testing Page

* Hebrew University (Ministry of Education, Bagrut Examination)

* Lancaster University: Language Testing Research Group

* Lancaster University: Language Testing Update (LTU)

* University of Melbourne: NLLIA Language Testing Research Centre

* University of Melbourne: Technology in Language Testing

* University of Surrey: dissertations in Language Testing

Archives

* Articles and Reviews related to Language Testing on the Internet.

* Higher Education Resources and Assistance: Assessment Home Page

* System A journal which frequently carries testing articles

* TESL- L Testing Archive

* VOLTERRE-FR[NEW]

Tests Online

* English Language Proficiency Assessment from Goteborg, Sweden

* FLIQ! Friedman's Little Interactive Quizzes for learners of French [NEW]

* Self-Access quizzes from the University of Surrey, UK. [NEW]

* Test your Basic Skills knowledge! from the Skillsbank Corporation [NEW]

* TOEFL Preparation from Okanagan University College, Canada. [NEW]

* Quadri lingual Language Test by Marko R. Riedel

**This is very comprehensive site, and you should definitely visit it.

http://gwis.circ.gwu.edu/eaceast/products/proftest.html

Test Library Inventory Evaluation Assistance Center East Language Proficiency Tests

http://www.wfi.fr/volterre/test.html

VOLTERRE-FR English and French Testing Services

TESL-L Archives

gopher://CUNYVM.CUNY.EDU:70/11/Subject%20Specific%20Gophers/teslfl/Teacher%

20Training%20Resources/TESL-L%20Archives/Testing%20and%20Evaluation

Testing and Evaluation Gopher Menu
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(The words in brackets should be used to retrieve the papers.)

If you subscribe to TESL-L and do not know how to retrieve the papers from its
arichives, click here.

If you do not subscribe to TESL-L, click here.

(As of April 16, 1997) [TESTING FILELIST]

CHILD ASSESS TEM TSL V 80 355 97/01/22 16:47:35

* An outline of ways to assess possible eligibility for special education

* of elementary school children who are receiving ESL instruction.

COMMENTS FILE TEM TSL V 80 985 96/12/15 09:32:16

* Techniques for commenting on student papers. See also the next file.

COMMENTS MARKING TEM TSL V 80 1271 96/12/28 13:45:35

* Correcting, grading, marking, and commenting on student papers.

* See also the previous file.

ORAL EVAL TEM TSL V 80 179 96/10/14 13:13:50

* An oral evaluation scheme by Lilliam Hurst and Morag Sauberli, based

* on suggestions in John W. 011er Jr's _Language Tests at School_

* A scoring form is included.

ORALSKIL TESTING TEM TSL V 80 426 96/10/03 11:47:04

* Information on ways to test oral proficiency.

PORTFOLI ASSESSMN TEM TSL V 80 806 96/10/03 11:48:05

* A discussion of how or whether to grade student portfolios.

STUDENT BIAS TEM TSL V 73 278 96/10/03 11:48:18

* "Student Bias in Teacher Evaluations," an article by Nancy Erber that

* examines factors affecting the validity of students' evaluations of

* their teachers.

STUDENT BIAS2 TEM TSL V 80 781 96/10/03 11:49:52

* A TESL-L discussion of factors that affect students' evaluation of

* teachers, courses, and programs.

TEST DESIGN TEM TSL V 75 704 96/10/03 11:51:12

* Articles on test validity and reliability, common problems

* with test items, and item analysis.

TEST DESIGN2 TEM TSL V 77 515 96/10/03 11:51:25

* A continuation of the previous file, with articles on writing a

* good test, test specifications, and standardized tests.
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TEST DEVEL TEM TSL V 78 277 96/10/03 11:51:33

* A 1993 TESOL handout on criterion referenced language test development

* for teaching and research, by Fred Davidson and Brian Lynch. (Outline,

* description, sample test, workshop organization, and bibliography.)

TEST DEVEL2 TEM TSL V 77 605 96/10/03 11:51:42

* A second presentation by Davidson and Lynch (see above) on language

* assessment in higher education, from the 1993 TESOL Convention.

TEST EVAL TEM TSL V 77 538 96/10/03 12:03:59

* Three articles on evaluating test results, computer programs for

* analyzing test results, and reporting examination results.

TESTING BIB TEM TSL From the Books subdirectory

* An extensive bibliography on testing language.

TESTING COMMCOMP TEM TSL V 79 270 96/10/03 12:04:06

* An article on how to test communicative competence.

TESTING GRAMMAR TEM TSL V 73 238 96/10/03 12:04:13

An article that discusses ways of testing discrete grammatical items.

TESTING LISTENIN TEM TSL V 74 245 96/10/03 12:04:23

* An article on how to test listening skills.

TESTING READING TEM TSL V 75 312 96/10/03 12:04:31

* An article that discusses reading skills (16 are listed) and how

* to test them.

TESTING SPEAKING TEM TSL V 79 275 96/10/03 12:04:40

* An article that discusses ways to test speaking skills.

TESTING VOCAB TEM TSL V 73 284 96/10/03 12:04:48

* An article on testing vocabulary in ESL/EFL classes.

TESTING WRITING TEM TSL V 74 494 96/10/03 12:04:58

* An article on testing the writing of ESL/EFL students.

TESTING WRITING2 TEM TSL V 79 261 96/10/03 12:15:03

* TESL-L discussion on how to test composition skills

TESTING WHY TEM TSL V 75 125 96/10/03 12:15:11

* An article that discusses why we test students.

* TESTS COMPUTER TEM TSL from the CALL subdirectory

* TESLCA-L postings on various computerized tests.

TESTS DESCR1 TEM TSL V 83 876 96/10/03 12:18:49

* Information about various standardized tests for ESL/EFL students:

* BEST, CELT, SLEP, Michigan, Maculaitis, CELSA, IRCA, Cambridge, IELTS.
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TESTS DESCR2 TEM TSL V 79 661 97/02/01 13:08:25

* Information and comments about various standardized tests for ESL/EFL

* students: Oxford, MAT, GMAT, Kolb LSI, SPEAK/TSE, LAS, and CASAS.

TOEFL FILE TEM TSL V 79 967 96/10/03 12:16:26

* TESL-L discussion of the Test of English as a Foreign Language.

TOEFL SURVEY TEM TSL V 76 233 97/02/21 13:01:19

* A survey on "TOEFLitis" the anxious obsession that so many EFL/EFL

* students are afflicted with.

* TOEFL MENTOR (from the Commercial section of the TESL-L filelist)

* A CD-ROM TOEFL test preparation tool for Mac and PC.

TOEFL PREP TEM TSL V 80 482 96/10/03 12:16:33

* TESL-L discussion on TOEFL preparation courses.

TOEIC SURVEY TEM TSL V 73 118 97/01/03 00:25:16

* A summary of replies to a query on the Test of English for Interna-

* tional Communication: How much credibility does this test enjoy with

* your students, employers, and your institution?

Organizations and Universities

http://www.edunet.com/altel

ALTE The Association of Language Testers in Europe

http://www.lsa.umich.edu/elikesting.html

English Language Institute (ELI) Testing-Certification

http://etsisl.ets.org/

ETS

**Links related to Educational Testing Service, its tests, and links to other test-related

resources

http://infon.ee.uec.ac.jp/japanese/link/Resources/server/abroadlorg/ETS.html

ETS Gopher Server (Educational Testing Service, Princeton NJ USA)

http://www.sfsu.eduh-testing/testagnt.html
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ETS (Testing Agencies)

**Links to information about GRE, GMAT, PRAXIS, SAT, and TOEFL

gopher://gopher.ets.org/11/

ETS gopher

gophe r://gop he r. e ts. org/

ETS gopher site

http://www.man.ac.uk/IATEFL/iatefl.html#11

IATEFL: Testing Special Interest Group

**Description of the special interest group

http://www.surrey.ac.uk/ELI/iltalilta.html

ILTA International Language Testing Association

http://www.ling.lancs.ac.uk/groupsiltrg/index.htm

Lancaster University Language Testing Research Group

http://www.arts.unimelb.edu.au/Dept/LTRC/LTRC.html

LANGUAGE TESTING RESEARCH CENTRE The University of Melbourne

**Information about the center, its staff, its publications, etc., plus links to other
testing web sites

http://vanlang.com/v1i/vlifucles.html

University of Cambridge Local Examinations Syndicate (UCLES)

Mailing Lists

LTEST-L (Language testing research and practice) : listserv@psuvm.psu.edu

subscribe ltes1-1 firstname lastname

set ltest-1 digest

SIGNOFF
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Ltest-1 is an open forum for discussion on issues pertaining to language testing theory

and research. The members are mainly university professors and graduate students

but there are also researchers in such institutions as the Educational Testing Service.

Membership is open to anyone from any country. We have members from Australia,

the UK and other European countries. (I'm not sure about Asia.)

Ilze Duarte, list co-manager ibd2@psuvm.psu.edu

http://i1c2.doshisha.ac.jp/users/kkitao/online/list/lis-tesl.htm

TESL-L

**The largest mailing list for TESL/TEFL.

http://i1c2.doshisha.ac.jp/users/kkitao/online/list/lis-tefl.htm

Useful Mailing Lists for TEFL/TESL

Publications

Journals

ERIC Clearinghouse on ASSESSMENT AND EVALUATION (TM)

Catholic University of America

210 O'Boyle Hall

Washington, DC 20064-4035

Telephone: 202-319-5120

FAX: 202-342-5033

Internet: eric_ae@cua.edu

All aspects of tests and other measurement devices. The design and methodology of
research, measurement, and evaluation. The evaluation of programs and projects. The

application of tests, measurement, and evaluation devices/instrumentation in
education projects and programs.

http://www.surrey.ac.uk/ELI/langtest/ltfind.html

Language Testing Database
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You can now search for articles in Language Testing by author (e.g. "Alderson"), or

keyword(s) in a title (e.g. "tasks","self-assessment" or "item response theory").

http://www.ling.lancs.ac.uk/pubs/Itudtuindex.htm

LANGUAGE TESTING UPDATE Index: Issues 1-15

http://www.ling.lancs.ac.uk/pubsau/ltumain.htm

Language Testing Up Date homepage

Dissertations

http://www.surrey.ac.uk/ELI/testd.html

Dissertations on testing

**Abstracts of MA dissertations related to testing written at the University of Surrey

Papers and Articles

http://www. s urrey. ac. uk/ELI/artlt. html

Articles and Reviews related to Language Testing on the Internet

**links to many articles and reviews

http://call-

centre.cogsci.ed.ac.uk/CALLResearch/AAC/AACResearchPapers/AssessofLanguageCo

mm

New Educational Approaches to the Assessment of Language and Communication

http://darkwing.uoregon.edu/ode/archive/v96/3/050295/050295.test.html

"Test may help non-native English speakers" by Sarah Gray

Oregon Daily Emerald, Tuesday, May 2, 1995 Volume 96, Number 144

http: //i1c2. doshis ha. ac.jp/users/kkitao/library/article/test/

Articles on Testing by S. Kathleen Kitao and Kenji Kitao (Most of these are in the
TESL-L archive.)

* Why Do We Test? English Teachers' Electronic Newsletter, No. 5 (March, 1996)

[Israel]
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An article that discusses why we test students. by S. Kathleen Kitao

* Testing Communicative Competence The Internet TESL Journal, Vol. 2, No. 5 (May,

1996) [Japan]

S. Kathleen Kitao and Kenji Kitao (1996)

An article on how to test communicative competence.

(ERIC Document Reproduction Service No. ED 398 260)

* Testing Grammar The Internet TESL Journal, Vol. 2, No. 6 (June, 1996) [Japan]

S. Kathleen Kitao and Kenji Kitao

How to test discrete grammatical items

(ERIC Document Reproduction Service No. ED 398 256)

* Testing Listening The Internet TESL Journal, Vol. 2, No. 7 (Jun ly 1996) [Japan]

S. Kathleen Kitao and Kenji Kitao

How to test listening skills

(ERIC Document Reproduction Service No. ED 398 257)

* Testing Reading {TESTING READING}

An article that discusses reading skills (16 are listed) and how to test them.

(ERIC Document Reproduction Service No. ED 398 258)

* Testing speaking {TESTING SPEAKING}

An article that discusses ways to test speaking skills.

(ERIC Document Reproduction Service No. ED 398 261)

* Testing Vocabulary {TESTING VOCAB]

An article on testing vocabulary in ESL/EFL classes.

(ERIC Document Reproduction Service No. ED 398 254)

Testing Writing Agora Newsletter Vol. 2, No. 7 (July, 1996)

S. Kathleen Kitao and Kenji Kitao esting Writing (1996) [TESTING WRITING]

How to test the writing of ESL/EFL students

(ERIC Document Reproduction Service No. ED 398 259)

* Evaluating the Test Results (1996) English Teachers' Electronic Newsletter, No. 5
(March, 1996) [Israel]

Kenji Kitao

How to evaluate test results

(ERIC Document Reproduction Service No. ED 398 255)

* Validity and Reliability (1996) [TEST DESIGN]

An article on validity and reliability

* Common Problems with Test Items (1996) [TEST DESIGN]

An article on common problems with test items
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* Item Analysis (1996) [TEST DESIGN]

An article on item analysis

* Writing a Good Test (1996) [TEST DESIGN2]

An article on writing a good test

* Test Specifications (1996) [TEST DESIGN2]

an article on test specifications

* What You Need to Learn about Standardized Tests (1996) [TEST DESIGN2]

An article on standardized tests

* Computer Programs for Analyzing Test Results (1996) [TEST EVAL]

an article on computer programs for analyzing test results

* Reporting the Results of Examinations (1996) ELT News & Views 3(3) Feature
Supplement: Exams and Testing. [TEST DESIGN2]

an article on reporting examination results

Bibliography

Bibliography on Language Testing

http://ericir.syr.edu/plweb-cgi/fastweb?searchform+ericdb

ERIC Searching ERIC database since 1989.

**You can search for ERIC documents by title, author, keyword, publication year, and

ERIC number. There are 271 ERIC documents which have both "language" and "test".

And there are 4,538 documents which have both "language" and "test" as keywords as

of April 22, 1997.

English Language Tests (Cambridge, IELTS, TOEFL, TOEIC, etc.)

Various English Language Tests

http://www.ilcgroup.com/ILC_ExamsBC.html

English Language Examinations

Cambridge, Oxford, ARELS and other British examining boards.



gopher://gopher.ets.org/11/

Educational Testing Service Gopher (Get info on the TOEFL, etc.)

http://www.sas.upenn.edulelp/programs/testserv.htm

ELP Testing and Tutoring Services

**List of various English language proficiency tests.

http://204.91.33.3/projects/lizabeth/e-test3.htm

Information About Different ESL and EFL Tests

http://www.tcom.ohiou.edu/OU_Language/englishTests.html

Language Tests for English Language Learners <?A> Ohio University

http://www.swan.ac.uk/cals/dates.htm

Public English Language Examinations next available dates at Swansea University

http://www.i-way.co.uk/Aanglearnlexmenu.html

Your Guide To Examinations 1997

**Information about various examinations

Cambridge ESL/EFL Examinations

http://vanlang.com/vli/vli/ket.html

Key English Test ( KET Cambridge Level 1 )

KET offers basic qualifications in English (ESL/EFL) and represents a first step for

those students progressing toward PET.

http://vanlang.com/v1i/v1i/pet.html

Preliminary English Test ( PET Cambridge Level 2 )

Proof of English language competence at a basic level, sufficient to survive in everyday

situations.

http://vanlang.com/vliNli/fce.html

First Certificate in English ( FCE - Cambridge Level 3 )

Competence in English at an Intermediate Level is internationally recognized in
commerce, industry and educational institutions in Britain.
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http://vanlang.comP-v1i/v1i/cae.html

Certificate in Advanced English (CAE Cambridge Level 4 )

Proof of high level English language competence for those wishing to use English at

work.

http://vanlang.com/vli/vli/cpe.html

Certificate in Proficiency of English (CPE Cambridge Level 5)

Proof of high level English language competence near that of an educated speaker in

English.

http://vanlang.com/v1i/vli/ceibt.html

Certificate in English for International Business and Trade (CEIBT)

Proof of high level of competence, effective in English for the workplace.

http://vanlang.com/vhivli/ceelt.html

Cambridge Examination in English for Language Teachers (CEELT)

Target: Non-native teachers of English wishing to improve their language proficiency.

http://math.unr.edu/linguistics/toefl.links.html

TOEFL and other testing information Linguistic Fun land

IELTS

http://www.swan.ac.uk/cals/ielts.htm

Centre for Applied Language Studies IELTS Examinations

http://www.edunet.com/ielts/

IELTS Home Page

http://www . edune t. co m/ie lts/index. html#about

IELTS ABOUT IELTS

http: //www . edu ne t. com/ielts/facts. html

IELTS ABOUT THE IELTS TEST
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http: //www. e dune t. com/ie lts/ie lt-e nq. html

IELTS Enquiry Forms

http://www.edunet.com/ielts/centres.html

IELTS Location of IELTS Test Centres

http: //www . edunet. co m/ielts/index. html

IELTS Try it Yourself Sample IELTS Test

http: //www . edune t. co m/ielts/sponsor. html

IELTS SPONSORING ORGANISATIONS

http://www.une.edu.au/ltc/test.htm

IELTS Test Administration

http://www.ling.lancs.ac.uk/groupsarg/washback.htm

Language Testing Research Group - IELTS Washback Project

TOEFL

http://www.jyu.fi/tdk/hallinto/ka/Toefl/ToeflO. html

Test Of English as a Foreign Language

This page is intented to give you an overview what to expect from the TOEFL test.

http://www.toefl.org/

TOEFL homepage

http://www.studyusa.com/listings/nj010.htm

TOEFL

http://www.kaplan.com/intl/toefl_top.html

TOEFL

http://ieie.nsc.ruP-eac/toefl.html

Test of English as a Foreign Language

http://www.eas.asu.eduP-leaders/Tests/toefl.html

Test of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL)
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http://www.epl. org/booklist/adults/englang/toefl. html

TOEFL: (Test of English as a Foreign Language)

Test of English as a foreign language (TOEFL) materials arranged alphabetically by

title for adults preparing for the TOEFL exam.

gopher://gopher.ets.org:70/11/ets.tests/toefl

TOEFL Gopher Menu

http://okaxpl.okanagan.bc.ca/ContEd/ce-inter/esl/toefl/toefl_prep.html

TOEFL Prep

http://etsisl.ets.org/shopping/ets/levell/leve12/toefl/leaf/producahtml

TOEFL related material ETS Store

gopher://gopher.ets.org:70/11/ets.tests

TOEFL and TOEIC gopher menu

http://www.kyoto-su.ac.jp/people/teacher/trobb/mentor/mr2.html

A review of the TOEFL Mentor CD-ROM by Thomas Robb

TOEIC

http://pec.etri.re.kr/archive/afunaday/date.html#329

A Fun A Day by date

**Links to TOEIC exercises

http : //toeic-us a. com/

International Communications Inc. (U.S.)

**Information about TOEIC.

http://www. aitech. ac.jp/-'iteslj/Articles/Gilfert-TOEIC. html

"A Review of TOEIC" by Susan Gilfert

**This paper provides a lot of information about the TOEIC.

gopher://gopher.ets.org:70/11/ets.tests

TOEFL and TOEIC gopher menu
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http://www.toeic-fc.co.jp/toeic/Toffc.html

TOEIC (in Japanese)

http://i1c2.doshisha.ac.jp/users/kkitao/japanese/library/kyozai/TOEIC/

TOEIC (in Japanese)

Other English Language Tests

http://www.cal.org/CAL/HTML/bestest.htm

Basic English Skills Test (BEST)

http://www.cltr.uq.oz.au:8000/nllia/nllia_db/resource.dir/res1764

Diagnostic English Language Test (DELTA)

http://ietn.snunit.k12.il/onlineex.htm

Online Exercises and Tests for the EFL Learner

http://www.study.com/efiptestindex.html

PLACEMENT TEST INDEX grammar, listening, reading, writing, and speaking tests

by ENGLISH FOR INTERNET

http://i1c2.doshisha.ac.jp/users/kkitao/class/material/quiz/

Quizzes

http://yamabuki.yamabuki-hs.shinjuku.tokyo.jp/jp/org/eng/step.html

the STEP test (in Japanese)

http://www.livjm.ac.uk/language/engtest.htm

Test Yourself: ENGLISH

Tests of Non-English Languages

http://www.collegeboard.org/ap/german/html/drguide.html

AP German Language Examination-Answers to Exams
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http://www.collegeboard.org/ap/german/html/freersp.html

AP German Language Examination

http://www.collegeboard.org/ap/german/html/paracomp.html

AP German Language Examination-Answers to Exams
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